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Medical information is extremely sensitive in nature - a compromise, such as eavesdropping or 
tampering by a malicious third party, may result in identity theft, incorrect diagnosis and treatment, and 
even death . It is, therefore, important to secure the transfer of medical information from its source, i.e., 
the patient, to the system that col/ects and records it, or its technology adoption will face a strong 
resistance from the users. We consider the scenario where a patient has a portable, wireless medical 
device that transfers the medical information to a remote server. We decompose this problem into two 
sub-problems and propose security solutions to each of them: (a) to secure the link between the 
patient and the portable device, and (b) to secure the link between the portable device and the 
network. Thus, we push the limits of the network security to the cutting edge: authenticating the user 
using their biometric information, authenticating the device to the network at the physical layer, and 
strengthening the security of the wireless link with a key exchange mechanism. The proposed 
authentication methods can be used for recording the readings of medical data in a central database 
and for accessing medical records in various settings. 
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1. Introduction 

Medical information is extremely sensitive in nature - a compromise, such as eavesdropping or 
tampering by a malicious third party, may result in identity theft, incorrect diagnosis and treatment, and 
even death. The misuse of a stolen identity for receiving healthcare may result in unexpected bills and, 
still worse, doctors may make incorrect diagnoses and apply deleterious treatments based on data 
from the identity thief's medical history [1]. The application of wireless sensor networks to healthcare 
systems and their integration with the conventional wireless communication networks creates new 
opportunities, such as automatic collection of readings of medical sensors, and new challenges, with 
security and data confidentiality being critical ones [2]. One platform for building sensor networks for 
medical care, including hardware and software implementations, that bridges the gap between the 
existing sensor network systems and the requirements of healthcare is proposed in [3]. A shortcoming, 
however, is its lack of security, both as authentication and as data protection. Another framework for 
remote home healthcare using GSM/GPRS is proposed in [4] , but it uses passwords for 
authentication, does not make any security analysis , and does not propose a solution for the security 
weakness of Bluetooth. Other architectures require public key infrastructures for authentication [5] or 
impose constraints on the clock accuracy/synchronization [6], either of which is undesirable. And 
finally, the use of asymmetric keys is particularly problematic in energy-constrained and 
computationally-limited systems. 
An interesting architecture and implementation that address the specific challenges in securing a 
wireless medical sensor network is [7] . The authors propose using biometric (fingerprint) and medical 
(ECG) information for authentication and elliptic curve public-key cryptography for establishing 
symmetric shared keys for data protection . Transferring the user's biometric and medical information 
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over a wireless network and storing them in each base station, however, are problematic because a 
security compromise may have serious consequences as these types of information cannot be 
revoked. On the other hand, since the biometric information cannot be assumed to be secret, an 
attacker who captures a mote and has user's biometrics can impersonate the mote to the base station 
since the mote authentication is essentially done with user's biometrics (the motes do not have public 
key pairs). Moreover, each base station has to store the biometric and medical information, used for 
authentication, of all users, which poses considerable challenges for the system update and 
scalability. In addition, using medical data (from the sensor) as a second-tier authentication is 
problematic because the monitored data often is pathological (i.e., revealing disease symptoms) and 
therefore it may lead to unacceptably high false reject rate, thus disabling the communication 
altogether. Finally, ECG is also sensitive to the body condition, and when it comes to using it for 
authentication, the technology is commercially immature and relatively inaccurate. 

An important objective in securing such networks is using commercially available solutions and 

requiring as little modification of the communication infrastructure as possible because the additional 

cost of the security solution can be a major obstacle for its mass adoption and deployment. 

We consider the scenario where a user, e.g., the patient, has a portable, wireless medical device that 
is able to transfer medical information to a network access point. We decompose this problem into two 
sub-problems and propose our solutions in turn: (a) to secure the link between the user and the 
portable device, and (b) to secure the link between the portable device and the network access point. 
We take the general view that data confidentiality is ensured by using cryptography. The conventional 
approach is to employ a symmetric key with appropriate length as this method is fast and provides 
strong protection. Howeve r, encryption and decryption alone do not provide authentication, i.e., 
verification of the claim about the identity (of a human or a system). Authentication is a critical element 
in the security link because if done improperly, it may lead to data transfer from an unauthentic sender 
or to an unauthentic recipient. 
In this paper, we consider the authentication problem at two interfaces: between the user and the 
portable device, and between the portable device and the network access point (or a remote server). 
Clearly, these two problems lie in different domains - the first is human-to-machine authentication, 
while the second is machine-to-machine authentication - and thus they require different methods. The 
novelty of our work is twofold: (1) by using biometric authentication, we are effectively "pushing" the 
boundary of the authentication not only from the network to the device, but all the way to the end user, 
and (2) with a recent breakthrough in the cryptographic technology, we can vastly improve previously 
insecure communication links between the device and the network. 

2. Authentication in Two Steps 

We propose to split the authentication of a user to a network access point in two steps (see Figure 1). 

User to a device Device to a network 
User Device Network 

Figure 1 Authentication in two steps. 

We use biometric information for the human-to-machine authentication. For the machine-to-machine 
authentication, we propose a novel, low-cost yet high-security approach based on the method of 
Markov key exchange [8]. 

2.1 Local Biometric Authentication 

In the context of information technologies, biometrics is measuring, analysing, and using physiological 
and behavioural traits for identifying individuals. Biometrics has been used for automated 
authentication of people to systems for over a decade and makes the authentication more convenient 
because it does not require memorizing passwords or PIN codes. This convenience is particularly 
important in healthcare applications as the medical information may be time critical and require to be 
communicated even when the patient is under mental distress or physically unable to enter passwords 
or PIN codes. Furthermore, to be universally acceptable, a technology also has to be easy to use by 
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people without specific technical training, in particular by seniors and children. Although easy to use, 
the RFID alternative and its derivatives cannot provide the required secure identification and 
authentication of humans beca use the RFID tags can be easily replaced (or their content changed) 
unless they are implantable, which, at this stage, is inapplicable because of numerous reasons (e.g ., 
public acceptance, policy, hea lth concerns, security weaknesses, and cost). 
Today, many low-cost and small-sized systems for biometric authentication are commercially available 
and have the potential to become ubiquitous. Using biometrics for authentication, however, is 
problematic because the biometric information has a low degree of secrecy, i.e., it can easily be 
captured by an unintended recipient, which may occur even without the consent of the user [9] . The 
stolen information may be used to construct counterfeited or artificial biometrics, which has been 
shown to be relatively easy [1 0]. A compromise of individual's biometric information may lead to graver 
consequences than a compromise of a password. For example, in contrast to passwords, the 
biometric characteristics are not easily changeable and cannot be revoked, e.g. , altering the person's 
fingerprint or iris cannot be done without surgical methods. In addition to the chronic security 
weaknesses of the common-place computer systems, function creep and owner abuse result in 
security breaches which are even harder to detect and thwart. Thus, storing the biometric information 
on a local computer, sending it over a network, and/or storing it on a remote server, even in encrypted 
form, would only further compound the problem. With over 260 million records, containing personal 
information such as Social Security numbers, account numbers, and driver's license numbers, 
compromised due to security breaches since January 2005 only in the US [11], the assumption that 
the biometric information can remain secret will be clearly wrong. Furthermore, a recent investigation 
by The Associated Press revealed that "banks and other companies that handle your information are 
not being nearly as cautious as they could ," which results in "gambling with your personal data" once 
you pay with a credit card [1 2] . Under such circumstances, people's mistrust in the ability of systems 
and networks to protect their confidential information is completely justified. 
We therefore propose to use biometric information to authenticate the user to a portable device, which 
device is user's personal property and in user's possession all of the time. We call this authentication 
local authentication. Thus, the biometric information is kept only in the device, not in a computer or a 
server on the network, and is locked onto the device. The locking is implemented using special 
hardware which ensures that the stored information cannot be compromised because the hardware 
inherently offers higher degree of security. The device essentially becomes "an extension" of the user 
and can be carried by the user at all time. Moreover, this approach requires little or no changes to the 
infrastructure, in particular, no modification of the security protocols for authentication of a device to a 
network. It also relaxes the expectations and assumptions about the trustworthiness of the user from 
the point of view of the network. And finally, the local authentication is capable of "hiding" the identity 
(e.g., the real name of the user) as it naturally shields the personal information from being sent over 
the network (or can instead use an identification number) without the need of additional. network 
infrastructure, including a trusted third party, as proposed in [13]. 
Besides the purely technical arguments, the proposed method also helps gain the confidence of the 
users perceptually and psychologically. Users want to use a technology they are comfortable with but 
do not want to understand how it exactly works. For example, a patient knows that the biometric 
authentication works in other authentication scenarios, e.g., when appearing in person in a doctor's 
office. Now the patient is using her biometrics locally to authenticate to her doctor, which "brings" the 
doctor right "in front of her." Therefore, in addition to the technical guarantee about preserving the 
secrecy of the biometric information that our approach gives, it also makes the user more readily 
accept, and therefore take advantage of, the medical device, enabling the doctors and medical staff to 
provide better healthcare. 
For biometrics, we propose the use of fingerprints. Human fingerprint patterns are highly distinct, 
develop early in life, and are relatively permanent [14]. Fingerprints have been used for identifying 
individuals for over a century. Initially systematized and developed for law enforcement, today 
fingerprints are widely used for access to facilities and for authentication to computer systems. 
Furthermore, low-cost and small-sized implementations of fingerprint sensors are available , making 
the authentication based on fingerprints particularly suited for portable devices. 
Portable handheld devices have been increasingly used in a diverse set of applications - for 
communication (e.g., cell and smart phones), as personal data assistants (PDAs), and for access to 
financial services (e.g., hardware tokens). These devices have seen a long evolution in the access 
control to them: from not being protected at all to a password or a PIN code to the modern biometric 
authentication , with most ubiquitous being the fingerprint authentication [15, 16]. 
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A major challenge for the biometric authentication in our scenario (Figure 1) is that the authentication 
may take place in an unsupervised environment and at convenience of the user (e.g., at home). Thus, 
because the biometric in formation is not secret, an attacker who may have obtained the biometric 
information of the legitimate user will be able to provide it to the biometric sensor as a counterfeit. 
Another problem arises from the portability of the device - it may be easily stolen, giving the attacker 
physical access to the device and thus the ability to launch a powerful attack. Fortunately, recent work 
on detecting fake fingerprints [17] and detecting attacks on the fingerprint sensor have yielded to 
promising results [18]. 
To protect the confidentiality of the biometric information, we propose to use a Trusted Platform 
Module (TPM) [19], specified by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG). The TPM is incorporated in the 
portable device (see Figure 2) and protects the integrity and the confidentiality of data with hardware 
support. Thus, the biometric information is protected in the TPM or stored in the device, but encrypted 
with keys managed by the TPM, and never leaves the device . Our current research includes studying 
various methods for using the TPM to secure the storage of the user's biometrics. The TPM also 
identifies the device. performs integrity measurements and reports them via a mechanism called 
attestation. For example, the TPM can attest for the software running in the device and securely 
communicate this information to a remote server. Although a commercially available solution that 
combines a fingerprint authentication with a TPM to increase the security of a computer system is 
available [20] , currently it uses a wired interface (USB) to connect to the computer and, because its 
design is proprietary, the mechanism for protecting the biometric information implemented in the 
device is not publicly available. 

Portable device 

Fingerprint I 
sensor 

Figure 2 The portable device with a fingerprint sensor and a TPM. 

The biometric information can be also securely stored into the smart chip of a smartcard [15]; the 
smart card is also a property of the user and is input into the portable device for performing the local 
authentication. Although the degree of tamper resistance of the smartcards is typically lower than that 
of the TPM, a smartcard provides greater flexibility as the biometric information can be stored only in 
one smartcard which is used in many portable devices. 
We again stress the fact that it is this hardened security that encourages the use of the device. Very 
often new technologies are not adopted because users do not trust them and fear invasion of their 
privacy or theft of their private information. 

2.2 Authentication of a Portable Device to a Network Access Point or to a 
Remote Server 

Just as the user has to be authenticated and the portable device has to be secure, the communication 
from the device to a network access point or to a remote server has also to be secure. Also similarly to 
the biometric authentication, which uses inherent characteristics of humans, physical layer techniques, 
developed recently, exploit radio frequency characteristics to uniquely identify devices [21, 22]. This 
techniques have been shown to offer high security while at the same time remain transparent to the 
existing communication technologies. Since this authentication is implicit to the device, the 
authentication adds to, rather than replaces, existing security measures. Thus, by combining our 
techniques with the currently used security methods, i.e ., MAC and device authentication numbers, we 
Significantly strengthen several aspects of the security of the device. 
In the same vein of increasing security, we also demonstrate how another recently developed security 
measure can be used to strengthen the security of the wireless link [23, 24]. Although we assume 
some type of key bootstrapping (e.g., via the initial key distribution), our method for key update is 
simpler, faster, and more efficient that the method proposed in [25]. 
The network access point needs to first ensure that the legitimate user is using the portable device. 
Therefore, no communication is permitted until the local biometric authentication is completed 
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successfully. For exa rnple, if an attacker steals the portable device, no medical information will be 
transferred or requested until the genuine fingerprint is presented to the biometric sensor. 
Let us now consider how we can harden (increase the security) of a commercially available wireless 
link for portable devices that has been proposed in peNasive healthcare applications, particularly in 
medical telemetry: Bluetooth [26]. This is a popular standard for low-cost devices that boasts low 
power and relatively high rate at short distances. However, its authentication protocol has a serious 
flaw and is notoriously weak. The main problem stems from the random nonces that are transmitted 
without encryption in the "mutual authentication" phase of the pairing process, which can be defeated 
with a "known plaintext" attack. In order to thwart this attack, we propose to encrypt the nonces before 
they are sent. A Markov key exchange method allows this to be done securely because of its large 
keys pace, in contrast to the Bluetooth PIN which consists of only 4 digits. 
The Markov key exchange method uses synchronized Markov models to direct the key exchange 
between two parties [23). Assume that initially the portable device and the network access point (or 
the remote seNer) is paired by using a shared secret key. The general idea is that when two parties 
share the same model, they can exchange and replace keys very rapidly while remaining 
synchronized. However, an attacker without the correct model will be unabl~ to find out which key is 
being used. Therefore, the ability to find the correct keys is u~ue to the authentic parties, and this 
ability is the basis of the algori thm below that performs a two-party authentication. 
We now detail a simple way for modifying the Bluetooth security protocol to avoid such popular 
attacks. Suppose that there are two parties and that in our scenario, Alice denotes the portable device 
and Bob denotes the network access point. Assume that Alice and Bob have already agreed on a 
secret master key Km . 

Algorithm for Authentication Using Markov Model-Directed Key Exchange 

1. 	Ali c e uses Km t o se lect a Mar kov mode l MMA • 


Ali ce ge nera tes a random seed Nl • 


Alice uses ~ to selec t a key Kl . 


Ali ce s ends EKdNrJ t o Bob (En (NrJ is Nl e nc r ypted with key Kd . 

2 . 	 Bob uses Km t o s elect a Mar kov mod e l MMe . 

Bob uses MMs t o generate p ossibilities f or the key K1 • 


Bob decr ypt s E~ (Nl) and ve rifies the dec r ypti on o f N 1 • 


IF 	the de crypt i o n i ntegrity che c k fail s 
THEN hal t . S i nce Bo b i s un a b l e to dec r ypt EKl (N 1 ), then Bob knows 
h e 	 doe s n ' t ha ve the same Km as Ali ce and t he authenticati o n fails. 
ELSE con t inue . 

At this point, Bob can verify the authenticity of Alice because Bob is able to decrypt correctly the 
encrypted nonce N1. This signals that Alice is using the same master key as Bob is to generate the 
keys. However, Alice does not know if Bob is authentic or not. Therefore, Alice needs to wait to see if 
Bob uses the correct key to encrypt the message that Bob will send. 

Bob u s es Kl and MMs t o s e lect a ke y K2 • 


Bob generat s a random nonce N2 . 


Bob s ends EK2 (Nz) to Ali c e. 

3 . 	 Ali c e us e s Kl a nd MMA t o se l ec t po ssibi ~iti e s f or t he key K2 • 


Ali ce decryp~s EK2 ( N2) a nd ver ifie s the d ec r yp tion of N2 • 


If 	the dec r ypti on in t e gri ty check f a il s 
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THEN hal t. Since Alice is unable to decrypt EK2 (Nz), Alice knows 
that Bo b is using a different Km and the authentication fails. 
ELSE cont inue. 

At this point, Alice can verify the authenticity of Bob because Alice is able to decrypt correctly the 

encrypted nonce N2. This signals that Bob is using the same master key Km as Alice is to generate the 

keys. Now both parties have authenticated each other and the secure communication can begin. 

Once the handshaking is complete, the secret keys are periodically refreshed automatically to harden 

the link security [23, 24]. 

The timeline of the algorithm is shown in Table 1. 


Table 1 Timeline of the Markov model-directed key exchange algorithm. 

Time Alice Communication Bob 
<-- Shared --> 

o -----> 
Finds K1 to verify 

2 <----
3 Finds K2 to verify 

3. Use Cases 

In this section, we first summarize the main advantages of our approach and then suggest two groups 
of applications of the methods we propose. 
Using biometrics for authentication to a portable device is easier than using passwords or PIN codes 
as users (patients) need not memorize anything, need not have computer skills, and can authenticate 
even when under mental distress or physically unable to type. The local authentication limits the 
spread of biometric information by "locking it" in the device and never sending it to a computer or over 
a network, which significantly reduces the risk of compromising the biometric data. Furthermore, the 
security of a simple device (such as a PDA) is much easier to ensure than that of a computer, which 
typically runs many and diverse applications in a general-purpose operating system. Physically 
possessing the portable device all of the time increases user's confidence in the control of their private 
information, which makes the technology adoption easier. Finally, the intermediating portable device 
naturally allows hiding user's personal information, including their real name, from ever being sent to 
the network, thus enabling the delivery of anonymous services. As for the device-to-network 
authentication and security, our approach does not require a public key infrastructure and relies on 
physical layer techniques that inherently provide higher security. The efficiency of the key exchange 
mechanism allows simple implementations. 
Figure 1 shows the two steps of the authentication process. Once the authentication is successful, 
secure information exchange between the user and the remote server may begin. The confidentiality 
and integrity of the data being transferred from this moment onward can be ensured by using secure 
protocols of higher levels, e.g ., SSL or IPsec. Depending on the functionality of the portable device 
and the particular applications, the user may, for example, enter and read textual or graphical 
information, type their username (in the system) and request data to be retrieved from a remote 
server. We, however, do not discuss such details as they are not directly related to the problem of 
securing the communication at low level, i.e., by using biometric information and physical layer 
techniques. Thus, the suggested use cases only conceptually illustrate the two groups of applications. 

3.1 Recording the Readings of Medical Sensors in a Central Database 

Suppose, for example, that a patient has a sensor for monitoring the blood pressure or the heart beat 
rate, which readings are sent over to a remote database server that records the data and provides it to 
a physician for determining a diagnosis. The data may need to be recorded over a long period of time 
(e.g., over a month) and collected at any time of the day, including overnight. The medical sensor 
sends the data (locally) to the portable device, from which the data is transferred to a network access 
point and then to a remote server. The portable device should be able to authenticate first to the 
network access point and then to a remote server and securely (i.e., using encryption) transfer the 
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data to it. The first step Is authenticating the user to the device, and after that - authenticating the 
device to the network access point. 
The medical sensor can. for example, read the data, send it to the portable device, which in turn can 
store it in its local memory. After the user authenticates to the device, the data transmission to the 
network access pOint is authorized, and the data is sent to the network. In this scenario, the patient 
has full control over the time when the medical data is transferred . In another scenario, it may be 
required that the measured data is sent immediately, in which case the patient can authenticate to the 
device only once, in the beginning, and grant a permission that the future transmissions take place 
automatically, without performing additional biometric authentications every time a piece of data is 
ready to be sent. 
An exemplar application can be the service-based architecture WASP (Wirelessly Accessible Sensor 
Populations) for pervasive monitoring of elderly, introduced in [27]. where the proposed biometric 
authentication takes place in the Personal Mobile Hub (PMH) and the proposed methods for 
increasing the link security are applied between the PHM and the Wireless Sensor HUb. Similarly, 
another possibility is the system for wearable vital signs monitoring, proposed in [28] . And finally, the 
authentication to the mobile phone in the architectures of [29] and [30] can be biometrics, and since 
the communication between the medical sensors and the mobile phone is Bluetooth, our methods for 
increasing the link security are also applicable. Although we do not assume the presence of a mobile 
network infrastructure and the functionality it provides, our method for local authentication (and sensor 
readings) can also be a part of the architecture proposed in [5). 

3.2 Access to Medical Records in a Central Database 

The proposed methods for authentication can also be used in a small group of nurses and doctors in a 
medical practice to authenticate users to medical data storage devices such as hard disks. Some hard 
drives, with very high capacity yet physically small, are already equipped with TPMs, which makes the 
implementation of the proposed authentication methods straightforward. Thus, not only is the access 
to sensitive information controlled, but at the same time the users are authenticated . The data 
transferred to the storage devices may include the medical history, current medications, and current 
readings of the medical sensors on the patient, and can be displayed in an easy to read format for fast 
assessment and action. The method for authentication can also be used in the framework for access 
to electronic patient records ([31] and [32)). 
Another example application is the "personal data records." In the conventional "electronic data 
records," entering and maintaining patient's data is not the responsibility of the patient, but of someone 
else, e.g., the insurance company or the doctor. In the "personal data records," the patient enters and 
maintains the data, and, therefore, the patient must authenticate to the central database and use a 
secure communication channel to transfer the data (Kaiser Permanente in the US offers a similar 
service to its members [33]). 

4. Conclusions 

The application of wireless sensor networks to healthcare systems and their integration with the 
conventional wireless communication networks creates new opportunities and poses new challenges. 
Because of the very high sensitivity of the medical information, it is important to secure the transfer of 
medical information from the patient to the system that records and collects it. We propose to split the 
authentication problem in two authentication steps - of the user to a portable device and of the device 
to a network access point (or a remote server) . 
We propose to use biometrics for the authentication of the user to the portable device . Fingerprints are 
particularly suited for replacing the traditional passwords and PIN codes and provide the convenience 
and ease of use that is needed in medical applications. To protect the confidentiality of the user's 
biometrics, the biometric information is locked down in the portable device using the TPM technology 
and thus never leaves the device. This essentially makes the device "an extension" of the user. For 
the authentication of the portable device to the network access point and increasing the security of a 
popular commercial wireless link, we propose to use a physical layer authentication and a Markov key 
exchange method. 

The proposed methods for authentication can be used for recording the readings of medical 
information to a central database and for access to medical records, in particular for "personal data 
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records. " The co ncept of separating the device authentication and the user authentication is also very 
important for telemedicine. Other applications of the proposed methods, beyond the scope of 
healthcare, are personal financial/bank services and mobile commerce. As our immediate next step, 
we consider implementing the proposed methods in a prototype system. Once this is successful, we 
will study, develop, and incorporate the high-level applications, including the appropriate software and 
communication protocols, which will enable the suggested use cases and allow real trials, i.e., 
connecting users (patients) with (healthcare) systems. 
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